
 

 

Brig SudhirSawant     

Former MP     26 jun 2014  

 

The Prime Minister  

Government of India 

New Delhi 

 

Sub:-26 Nov 2008 attack on Mumbai 

Incomplete Investigation 

I approach you as the only competent authority to institute a proper investigating 

body to complete the incomplete investigation of the Mumbai terror attacks. 

The Mumbai terror attacks on 26 Nov 2008, have wideranging manifestations to 

the National Security. Since the attack was engineered from Pakistan; the 

culpabity of negligence rests on the central government. More so as the central 

intelligence agency like the Intelligence Bureau (IB) deliberately withheld 

information from Mumbai Police and the Indian Navy of the impending attack. 

The R&AW had informed the IB 4 days before the attack that the boat carrying 

terrorists has embarked from Karachi to attack Mumbai. The IB chose to sleep 

over the information .No one has been held responsible and no action initiated. 

There is strong evidence that the CST attack was delinked from the other attacks. 

The Handler based in Pakistan never spoke to or spoke about the CST attack. It is 

claimed by many that this attack was conducted with the express intention of 

assassinating, Karkare ,Kamte and Salaskar.Retd IG Police shMushrif has written a 



book ‘who killed karkare’ He has given sufficient prima facie evidence to suggest 

an international conspiracy behind the attack.  

In this regard the Information commissioner RatnakarGaikwad has sought judicial 

enquiry on the entire matter. He gave his ruling on the application of smt Vinita 

Kamte. The widow of the brave martyr MrKamte.Mskamte has also written a book 

and demanded the wireless records. These are missing. 

The role of Rana and David Headley has been documented. It is established that 

he was the Kingpin or the mastermind of the attack. He is currently holed up in 5 

star prision in the United States(US). He is known to be working for the US 

intelligence agencies namely the Drug Enforcement Agency(DEA) and the CIA. 

These agencies placed him with the Pak ISI who seconded him to the Lashkar-e-

Toiba. He visited India number of Times and moved around with the dawood gang 

members namely Chand Madar. Chand madar was killed by Mafia gangs after the 

Mumbai 2008 attacks..The inference should have been clear to the investigating 

authorities. The Mafia and their Patrons the US and Pak intelligence agencies are 

involved in many ways in the terror attacks. These are matters beyond the perview 

of State Police. 

Question arises that why was kasab a low level operative hanged and why the 

master mind Headley is free. Why Headley has not been brought to India. Why is 

the US not cooperating with India on this terror attack when you are bending over 

to support the US on war on terror. Why Headley is not hanged?  This is the 

central issue of the entire episode. 

Coming to Pak and hafeezSayyed. Why India is not taking any suomoto action like 

the US did to Osama Bin Laden and continues to do by drone attacks in the Pak 

western borders. HafeezSayyeed is residing in Murdike a huge lashkar  camp near 

Lahore. It is not far from the Indian border.You have promised the Indan people of 

taking strong action against Pakistan. Why you are succumbing to the US 

pressure. Many of my comrades have been killed on the Indian Borders since you 

have taken Oath but there is no retaliation. 

In view of the above we request you to :- 



1. Appoint a judicial commission as directed by Information 

CommisionerShRatnakarGaikwad. The Pradhan committee appointed by 

the Maharastra government had no jurisdiction on the Central government  

andorganizations. 

2. Investigate all aspects of the terror events and intelligence failure. Included 

loss of weapons, bullet proof jackets, helmets of Karkare, Kamte and 

Others. 

3. Examine all electronic conversations and cctv footages afresh to recreate 

the events. 

4. Responsibility of the IB and the R&AW in the events. The accountability be 

fixed and guilty punished. 

5. Ask  the US for unconditional handing over of David headely and Rana to  

India. Failing which relations with the US bereviewed. 

6. Reivew the security Infrastructure for Mumbai. It is gone more Lax and 

senior police officers , politicians and corporate are patronized by the Mafia. 

A parallel government is ruling this country(Vohra Committee) 

7. Submit an action taken report on the Vohra committee on the nexus of 

Mafia, politicians, corrupt officers) This committee was constituted of Head 

of Intelligence agencies. 

8. Appoint an independent commission under the National Security Council to 

develop a short and long term plan for reforming the National Security 

Infrastructure. 

9. The charge sheet on col Purohit includes international ramifications and 

involvement of Israel in India.Review the same. 

The events leading to and the  operational preparedness thereafter are vague and 

more of rhetoric and Pak bashing. We need to reassess the role of the US and its 

continued patronage of Pakistan.The Congress government failed to address itself 

to the issue. Refused to investigate on vital aspects of national security. We expect 

you to come forward and expose the real story of 26 Nov 2008 attacks.  

Thanking you 

SudhirSawant 


